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Overview

Studio Apartment on a smart spa resort in the centre of Pézenas, one of the
most interesting towns in the Languedoc. Shared indoor and outdoor pools,
on-site wine bar, spa and hammam. Easy walking distance to shops and
restaurants. Air-conditioning, internet. Flexible arrival and departure days,
book as many or few days as you wish! Ideal venue for a getaway or a
romantic weekend.
Awarded the TripAdvisor Certificat d'Excellence 2016.

Description

A Luxury Residency located 50m from Pezenas’ mediaeval town center, home of Moliere (France’s
Shakespeare) and considered one of the Languedoc Roussillon’s gems. The region enjoys 300 days of
sunshine per year and the town is only 25 minutes by car from some of the most attractive Mediterranean
beaches.

This Traditional bedroom is approximately 35 m2 and can be rented with either a double bed (63 x 79
inches) or two single beds (35 x 79 inches).
On this Garrigae resort, there is a reception, a wine bar, a restaurant, a terrace, a lounge, a library, a spa,
Mediterranean gardens, a mutil-function room, and a large, shared pool.

Spa - hammam, jacuzzi, individual massage rooms, facials, relaxation space, Mediterranean garden, and
much more.
Wine bar, breakfast room, terrace, regional wines, restaurant menus.
Large shared pool, 10m x 10m, a solarium.
Free parking.
Wine-tasting excursions.

There is a bathroom with a shower and a WC. A hair-dryer is provided.

A telephone and internet (cable and WiFi) are available in the room with a flat screen television and a DVD
player. There is also a Bose Ipod docking station. The WiFi is free. A safe is available for your security.

OUTSIDE

Communal Areas:

Beautiful outdoor shared pool (8 x 4 x 1.5) for swimming, sunbathing and relaxing.

Reception, library lounge, wine bar, Garrigae spa with indoor heated pool, 2 massage rooms, hammam
and jacuzzi, Mediterranean garden, free parking.
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Layout

Bedroom - either a double bed or two single beds.

Bathroom - shower and WC. Hair-dryer.

Telephone, free internet, flat screen TV, DVD player, Ipod
docking station, safe.

More Info

Flexible arrival and departure days, book as many or few
days as you wish!

Location: Le Distillerie de Pezenas, Languedoc.

Easy walking distance to shops and restaurants. 20km
from beaches.

Features

Aircon
WiFi Internet
Satellite TV
Easy Walk to Shops
Heated Pool
Winter Heating
Golf Course Nearby
Watersports Nearby
Wellness Facilities
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Location

The Distillerie of Pezenas is situation 50 metres from the historic centre of
the Mediaeval town of Pezenas.

The glorious beaches of the Mediterranean sea are only a 20km drive from
the property. la Grande Conque, le Lido, Portiragnes, Marseillan…

Montpellier and Beziers airports are the closest to the Distillerie with budget
airlines operating to both.

Sites to visit nearby:
l'Abbaye de Valmagne, le Château Abbaye de Cassan, la Scénovision Molière,
le Jardin de Saint Adrien, les Grottes des Demoiselles, le Prieuré Saint Michel
de Grandmont, Saint Guilhem le Désert, le Cirque de Navacelles, le Château
de Flaugergues, l'Abbaye de Fontcaude, les 9 Ecluses de Fontséranes, le Lac
du Salagou
Golf: Agde, Lamalou les bains, Saint-Thomas
Vineyards: Seigneurie de Peyrat, Château de Fondouce, Domaine Saint-Julien,
Domaine Monplézy, les caves Molières…
Towns and Villages: Bouzigues, Sète, Montpellier, Minerve, Roquebrun,
Olargues…
Parc Naturel Régional du Haut-Languedoc
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Photos

Here is a view of the outside of the luxury
residency - The Distillerie, in the mediaeval

village of Pézénas.

Here is the interior or The Distillerie. As you can
see already, this residency is a very classy and
relaxing place. Everything in it and around it is
absolutely beautiful, and is an amazing place to

spend your summer holiday.

The double bed in this beautiful Chic Apartment
in Pézénas.

Another view of the interior of this fabulous
apartment, as you can see it is very cosy and

traditional.

This is The Distillerie's bar and restaurant. You
can enjoy wine tastings here, as well as a wide

selection of delicious food and drink.

Another view of the bar and restaurant at The
Distillerie.

The Distillerie's restaurant, here you can enjoy
some of the best prepared meals in Pézénas, the

menu is exotic and delicious!

What would a summer holiday be if you didn't
have access to a swimming pool? This beautiful

and refreshing pool is available for anyone in the
residency to use. There are sunbeds around it, it

is a great place to relax in the hot sun.
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The Distillerie even has a communal lounge, you
can sit back and relax in the comfortable chairs!

Here is an entire plan of The Distillerie resort,
thanks to this, you can see exactly where you'll

be staying and how to get around!

This is the centre of Mediaeval Pezenas, it's truly
a great place to be as it has lots of little side

streets to be explored. You can find ice cream
shops, sweet shops, clothes shops, any kind of
shop you desire, is somewhere in this town, so

go exploring

This is one of the many nearby beaches to be
enjoyed around Pézénas.


